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About This Game

Gravitron 2 is a retro styled arcade gravity shooter in which you must pilot your way through some of the most devious terrains
ever devised.

Key Features:

40+ stages packed full of enemies and traps
3D sound in a 2D enviroment
Online highscores
Configurable controls
Stylized neon vector graphics
Bucket load full of particle effects
Dramatic musical scores
10 Achievement awards (Steam version exclusive)
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very excited for the new thanos dlc. Hotel Dash is one of several games in the same genre as Diner Dash. The concept is simple:
rush around taking care of everyones needs, upgrade the hotel, and earn star dollars to decorate the "honeymoon" suite. There
are several hotels to fix up and run in the story mode.

As games go, this one is pretty simple to play. As long as you rack up combos, it isn't difficult to reach the score goal of each
level. If you like casual time managment games, this game is probably right up your alley.. This has to be my favorite
videogame. Calm, peaceful music, fantastic visuals, and even an unspoken narrative which could be easily translated into a story
of empowerment. Nothing more satisfying in the world.. Well, after playing Invention, I gave Way of Hero a try, and it's
disappointing in every way.
The character is sluggish, the aiming and shooting is horrible, the level design is close to none.
I left the game in the cave, after falling into a pit and then... in the "game void" - meaning nobody properly checked the level.
On top of that, using Unity Personal Edition to actually make a commercial game is questionable.
. I bought the game the second day it was on early access. My friend and I directly testet Online-Coop on a private server. So
far, I only played 2,5h but the game has a huge potential.
Let me summarize my thoughts:
- There is no real tutorial yet but a few lines of text when you first enter a menu. But I was able to understand the main
mechanics in the first 2 hours.
- It is an exploring game (at least in the early stage). Unless you play in creative mode, you will need to drive around a lot at the
beginning in order to find enough resources to build you very first outpost.
- It is an multiplayer game. Yes, you can play for your own and it will be fun as well, but especially in this early stage of
development I recommend playing it with friends. Together it is much more fun and easier to learn the game.
- There are bugs. For sure. This is a very new early access game. The driving of cars can be "optimized". But "hey". In
comparison to many other games I played as "early access", this game looks to be somehow robust and the bugs I encountered
didn't want me to throw the game away, so what better can happen?!

I can understand if people want to wait and see how the game develops and in what direction, but I can totally recommend the
game. There are at least 30-50h of gameplay until I would expect the game becomes repetitive and such things. But there are 27
biomes to explore and the worlds are HUGE. It's a sandbox game. Play as you like, invent stories or implement ideas alone or
together with friends (or start war against your friends *evil laugh*). That's the idea behind such games.

Have fun.. Older game doesn't really hold up. Cheap, yes, but beware. Most time spent slooooowly walking around and resting
overnight after almost every fight. A lot of little annoying things add up to a very unenjoyable game.. I can't get over how much
this improved my playing experience. The regular in-game locomotion always makes me feel like I'm on a little go kart riding
around the mountains. Now I feel like I'm involved in walking. It's also great if you get any motion sickness.
I got the physical mechanics all figured out in about five minutes. In my experience, I end up moving through the world a lot
slower using this, just because it feels so much more natural. Running backwards is a touch tricky, but again this adds an
element of realism.
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A fun little story, the art is cool, and for the price it wasn't bad.. I recommend. It's a good game for mahjong lovers and it's easy
to get 100% completion.. One mean BEAM.... of all the DLC so far, this is by far the best in my opinion. as usual its got strange
music, but this DLC is a cut above the rest compared to most of Dariusburst's music. you shoot little ships, they leave behind
little powerups for your BEAM, I like the concept and it plays out pretty good. Its enemies have a little easier formations to
shoot down too, which is nice, because on some levels its almost impossible to avoid being hit. Its sort of more of the same, but
a little better. As a casual gamer, I think this is a good direction Dariusburst is heading. It has a more ARCADE'e feel now. I
just want a quick fun game then get back to doing other things. But the number of ships in DLC mode is pretty awesome!. This
is so great. The shorts are awesome, the assets are super cool. This studio is really ahead of the game. I relly can hardly wait for
more. So fantastic guys!. OK lets go over the pros and cons of Off-Road Drive. In the reveiws I noticed that opinions sway both
ways on this game. It seems that the majority of negative reveiws are based on comparing Off-Road Drive to most other 4X4
racing games. Off-Road Drive is not your typical open world style gaming that most other platforms utilize. With that said, I
grew up deep in the Rocky Mountains and have a lot of real life experience with professional level 4-Wheel Driving. The
dynamics of Off-Road Drive follows Newtons Laws of physics exactly the way it is in real life. If your expecting a fast pace
high speed open world off road racing game this is ones not it. Off-Road Drive requires the real life timing of skills which
involves the understanding of all the technical functions such as locking Positraction gears, adjusting tire pressure along with
using a wench to pull out of tight or steep sections. If your a fan of very realistic simulation style gaming Off-Road Drive is, in
my opinion, an awesome game, not to mention the price is very reasonable for what you get!. Very diferent style stragtegy
game, what it lacks in graphics it makes up BIG time in gameplay. Build up your army of Multiwinians and attack in multiple
game modes from complete domination to assaulting enemy bases and taking over. Game modes include Domination, Capture
the flag, Rocket Race, King of the Hill, Assault and many more. Well worth your money, replay value is high.. This game is the
absolute hit of every game night that I host. If you have people over and enjoy competetive couch games, this is a must have. I
was hosting game nights every other week for the last year or so with a group that has a very wide range of skill levels. This
game provides enough chaos, chance and "wow" moments to allow for those with less skill to have a great time, while also
allowing those with skill to execute eye popping moves.

The Dev, Mark, is a great person. I've talked to him at PAX East a couple of times and he has always been quite open about the
aspirations for the game and what corrections he has wanted to make with the game. He has followed through. We had relied on
the pre-alpha version for our game nights for a long time and everyone has been thrilled with the update.

There's definitely still a couple things that can be tweeked, but updates seem to be pretty regular and make noticeable changes. I
cannot recommend this game enough.. Super interesting take on the lovecraft and Rogue-lite genre. Absolute classic.
Many ways to get it done.
For example, last Soviet mission can be concluded:
1. Bring the mines from previous map for the road and ambush the rest of tanks with AT rifle and nades
2. Capture Rocket launcher and obliterate the station (tight one, no much time to spare)
3. Capture fuel tanker and suicide bomb the station (just kidding, this one does not work)
but my favorite:
4. Get into the station and capture one tank in the ring (it has no fuel and only a few cartridges). Keep off the attackers with mg
and wait for the train with tank men to arrive and then shoot the fuel tanker on rails. With no tank men to drive the tanks finish
the map with your own pace.
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